Regional Air Quality Model

This special feature section contains a brief summary of the Workshop on Future Air Quality Model Development Needs, which was held September 2011 in Arlington, VA, to develop a framework to guide future research in air quality model development. The workshop brought together researchers from academia, government and private institutions, industry, and other stakeholders to brainstorm on various model development needs. The workshop’s recommendations for future research are described in detail in the next four articles.

Regional air quality models (RAQMs) are the primary tools used by regulators, states, industry, and other agencies for a variety of applications, including the development of regulations, design of air quality control strategies and implementation plans, and short-term operational air quality forecasting. They have gone through extensive scientific and computational improvements in the past two decades, as their use has expanded over time. The major RAQMs used in the United States (and in many parts of the world) are the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model,¹ the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx),² ³ and the Weather Research and Forecasting/Chemistry (WRF/Chem) model.⁴ Most states rely on either the CAMx or the CMAQ model to develop State Implementation Plans (SIPs) for
Development Needs

developing control strategies to meet attainment for National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ozone and particulate matter (PM) and to meet the Regional Haze Rule progress goals. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) also uses these two models for federal rulemakings. For example, EPA recently used the CAMx to model the impact of individual states to ozone and fine PM concentrations in the downwind states, and used the CMAQ model for developing the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) rulemaking. RAQMs have also been used for new applications ranging from health studies to integration with global-scale models for climate studies.

The chemical and physical processes in RAQMs are represented by state-of-the-art modules that have gone through continuous improvements over the years. However, there are still many processes that are represented poorly or need to be improved. A workshop, entitled the Workshop on Future Air Quality Model Development Needs, was held on September 12 and 13, 2011, in Arlington, VA, to develop a framework to guide future research in air quality model development. The workshop was attended by 79 participants from the United States, Canada, and Europe. The two main objectives of the workshop were to (1) identify research gaps in air quality process representations and (2) develop a research agenda for future model development. A full description of the workshop can be found in a report by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).

To facilitate the discussions, the workshop was organized around four key topics:

1. Homogeneous chemistry
2. Multi-phase chemistry (including inorganic and organic aqueous-phase chemistry)
3. Organic PM: Formation and aging of secondary organic aerosol
4. Meteorological processes affecting air quality

Spanning two full days, the first day of the workshop was devoted to plenary sessions, where two invited speakers per workshop topic gave their viewpoints on the state of the science, identified knowledge gaps, and provided recommendations for future research. Presentations from the speakers are available online at http://events.awma.org/epri_proceedings/proceedings.html.

During the second day, attendees were divided into four breakout sessions by topic, in which they further expanded the discussions to identify a future research agenda for each topic. The groups were also charged with prioritizing the research ideas. The workshop recommendations for future research are categorized into the same four topics listed above and are described in detail in the next four articles in this issue. All the recommendations were considered high priority and are listed in no particular order in those articles. However, within each topic, recommendations that were considered “new directions” (i.e., issues that presently are receiving insufficient attention) and where research activity is needed in particular, were identified. We hope that these recommendations can serve as guidelines for researchers, as well as research agencies, as they consider future work related to RAQM development.
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Gas-phase chemical mechanisms have been used in air quality models for more than three decades to simulate oxidant formation and the atmospheric reactions of organic compounds, sulfur dioxide (SO₂), and nitrogen oxides (NOx).¹ The main chemical drivers are photolysis by sunlight and reactive species with unpaired electrons (radicals) such as hydroxyl (OH), nitrate (NO₃), and ozone (O₃). Mechanism applications have expanded from urban O₃ to include regional/global O₃, other oxidants, sulfate/nitrate aerosol, acid deposition, secondary organic aerosol (SOA), and hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). New issues continue to arise such as winter O₃ formation occurring in freezing conditions.² Accurate chemical mechanisms are critical to ensuring that air quality planning activities achieve their goals.

**Recommendations**

**Collect Data to Better Understand Gas-Phase Chemistry**

Basic laboratory data and environmental chamber data³ are needed to obtain reliable kinetic and mechanistic reaction parameters to describe atmospheric reactions, particularly under low-NOx conditions. For example, radical formation from biogenic emissions of isoprene under low-NOx conditions is not well understood, despite many efforts and is important because isoprene emissions are large and widespread.⁴ When direct NOx emissions are small, secondary sources such as NOx recycled from organic nitrogen compounds (e.g., peroxyacyl nitrates [PANs], isoprene nitrates, alkyl nitrates, and nitrophenois) can become important and need to be better characterized. Low-NOx conditions will become more prevalent as NOx emissions continue to be reduced. Halogen chemistry⁵ influences both mercury chemistry and oxidant formation/destruction (e.g., when nitryl chloride [ClNO₂]⁶ is formed and then photolyzed or when bromine [Br] or iodine [I] atoms react with O₃ and this halogen chemistry is neither fully understood nor robustly accounted for in many chemical mechanisms. Field studies gathering detailed atmospheric chemical measurements and satellite data (e.g., satellite NO₂ data) can clarify aspects of gas-phase chemistry that should be studied in depth in laboratories and environmental chambers.

**Implement New Chemistry into Chemical Mechanisms**

Condensed chemical mechanisms used in air quality modeling need to be continually updated with new knowledge. Oxidation mechanisms for isoprene, aromatics, and their major products can be improved using available information. Potential improvements include radical generation via epoxide formation⁷ and radical isomerization⁸ for isoprene and mechanisms for ring-fragmentation and ring-retaining products for aromatics.⁹ Understanding the chemistry that leads to high O₃ concentrations on cold winter days (e.g., in Wyoming and Utah) is an urgent issue for complying with O₃ air quality standards. Current chemical mechanisms may not...
implement known temperature effects (e.g., products of alkoxyl radicals, yields of alkyl nitrates)\textsuperscript{10} that could be important for understanding winter vs. summer O\textsubscript{3}. Condensed mechanisms may need expanding to better describe the influence of compounds with large emissions such as benzene, acetylene, and propane.

**Improve and Implement Mechanisms to Better Represent Certain Emission Categories**

Improved chemical knowledge and/or mechanisms may be needed to address new or emerging emissions and conditions where a few source types or reactive compounds dominate. Wildfire emissions influence air quality in many regions, and the production of oxidants and SOA in fire plumes is not well understood.\textsuperscript{11} Highly reactive industrial emissions (e.g., alkenes) strongly influence air quality in many regions (e.g., Southeast Texas) and can be better described by condensed mechanisms that are tailored for the conditions.\textsuperscript{12} Changes in fuel and energy production (e.g., biomass combustion, biofuel production, oil and gas production using nontraditional techniques) may alter the composition of emissions and call for mechanism improvements. The chemistry of amines needs to be included in mechanisms to assess the potential atmospheric impacts of using amines for carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}) capture.\textsuperscript{13}

**Continue Expanding Condensed Mechanisms Beyond Oxidants**

Chemical mechanisms need to be continuously updated and expanded to meet new needs and maintain their usefulness, accuracy, and compatibility with current scientific data. Mechanisms must provide accurate predictions of species that influence SOA formation in the gas phase (e.g., OH, NO, HO\textsubscript{2}, NO\textsubscript{3}, semi-volatile organic compounds)\textsuperscript{14} and aqueous phase (e.g., glyoxal, and other multi-functional organic compounds).\textsuperscript{15,16} Important radical-generating heterogeneous processes (e.g., nitrous acid [HONO] formation\textsuperscript{17}) seem to be missing from current mechanisms/models. Expanding mechanisms to explicitly represent marker compounds that fingerprint emission sources would enable emission inventory evaluation using air quality models.

**Evaluate Chemical Mechanisms Before Implementing in Air Quality Models**

Chemical mechanisms are difficult to evaluate within air quality models because they are confounded with other model components and inputs (e.g., emissions). Environmental chamber data produced under atmospherically-relevant chemical conditions (e.g., reactant concentrations) and under well controlled and well characterized environmental conditions (e.g., light conditions) are essential.
for mechanism evaluation.1,3 Detailed ambient data (e.g., with measured radical concentrations and/or oxidant production rates) can also be useful in evaluating individual elements of a chemical mechanism. Using data from multiple field campaigns is recommended whenever possible so that evaluation can be done under a wide range of chemical conditions.

Use Multiple Chemical Mechanisms and Evaluate Sensitivity in Real-World Applications

Selecting a single chemical mechanism for air quality modeling is difficult to justify in light of the difficulties in formulating and evaluating mechanisms mentioned above. Good mechanism performance in simulating ambient conditions is no guarantee of accuracy because of possible errors (sometimes, compensating errors) in the various model components. Therefore, sensitivity testing with using multiple chemical mechanisms is recommended to gauge whether conclusions and policy decisions are robust across the range of current findings.

New Direction: Work Toward Chemical Mechanisms that Unify Oxidant, SOA, and Heterogeneous Chemistry

Developing unified chemical mechanisms for modeling oxidants, SOA formation, and aqueous reactions is a significant challenge that needs to be met. Progress can be made by explicitly representing (in the gas-phase chemistry) species that are important to modeling SOA formation and aging processes14 and aqueous chemistry.15,16 Continued development and integration of research-scale mechanisms, such as Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM),19 Generator of Explicit Chemistry and Kinetics of Organics in the Atmosphere (GECO-K),19 and Chemical Aqueous Phase Radical Mechanism (CAPRAM)15 is recommended. Mechanism evaluation is just as important for detailed mechanisms as for condensed mechanisms because incorporating more detail does not guarantee improved model results.

Conclusion

Improving areas of high uncertainty in chemical mechanisms is critical to ensuring that policy decisions are accurate and robust. Therefore, we recommend obtaining new laboratory, chamber, and field data to better understand gas-phase chemistry; implementing new findings into chemical mechanisms in air quality models; continuously improving and evaluating chemical mechanisms; using multiple chemical mechanisms to assess reliability of policy decisions; and developing chemical mechanisms unifying oxidant, secondary organic aerosol, and heterogeneous chemistry. em
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Understanding the extent to which heterogeneous chemical reactions affect the burden and distribution of atmospheric pollutants is important because heterogeneous surfaces are ubiquitous throughout our environment. They include materials such as aerosol particles, clouds and fog, snow, dust particles, building surfaces, snow packs, and even vegetated surfaces such as grass and leaves.

While heterogeneous surfaces have long been known to be important reaction matrices for atmospheric chemistry, emerging laboratory, field, and computational studies continue to demonstrate additional routes for atmospheric chemical reactions on heterogeneous surfaces. From a regulatory perspective, heterogeneous chemistry has the potential to affect several criteria pollutants, including ozone (O₃), nitrogen dioxide (NO₂), and fine particulate matter (PM₂.₅), as well as the formation of acidic and toxic air pollutants.

While there is evidence that heterogeneous reactions occur, how much do they impact the chemical composition of the atmosphere, and where are the greatest impacts likely to be seen? This is difficult to answer because large uncertainties exist not only in characterizing the area and characteristics (e.g., size, age, composition, etc.) of reaction surfaces, but also the kinetics of surface reactions. The experimental set-up for measuring heterogeneous chemistry is challenging due to the need to introduce and characterize surface properties, as well as gas-phase and wall chemistry. The wide variety of surface types also adds to the difficulty—building exteriors are very different than water droplets, for example. These surfaces may also be temporally variable; clouds are one example of an ephemeral medium.

For regulatory air quality model (AQM) applications, we need to know how uncertainties and inaccuracies in describing heterogeneous chemical reactions might affect predictions of harmful air pollutants.

Recommendations to Address Multi-Phase Chemistry Uncertainties

Quantify the magnitude and uncertainties of aqueous-phase chemistry impacts on secondary organic aerosol (SOA), oxidants, and hazardous air pollutants (HAPs)

The atmospheric aqueous phase—clouds, fog, snow, water layers on particles and other surfaces—provides
many routes for chemical reaction. While more detail in describing chemistry is generally better from a scientific standpoint, complex schemes can dramatically slow down model simulations. AQMs require a careful balance between complexity and computational efficiency. How much detail is needed in aqueous chemistry for models to accurately predict air pollutant concentrations? We recommend using existing knowledge to develop upper bounds of the potential effect of aqueous reactions, including speculative pathways, on model predictions. These upper bound calculations would test the importance of aqueous chemical pathways on sulfate, O₃, and SOA production, provide guidance on whether the inclusion of such detailed pathways in AQMs is warranted, and help identify additional, major aqueous-phase organic SOA precursors and pathways.

**Improve descriptions of heterogeneous dinitrogen pentoxide (N₂O₅) hydrolysis pathways**

Heterogeneous reactions of N₂O₅ with water provide a sink for NO₂, producing nitric acid (HNO₃), and impacting O₃ and PM formation. The physical parameters governing this reaction, including the reaction probability (γ), are uncertain. The importance of this heterogeneous pathway relative to the homogeneous hydrolysis reaction also needs to be quantified. We recommend synthesizing and extending current studies to harmonize heterogeneous and homogeneous pathways and develop a “best estimate” for use in AQMs.

**Determine the effect of nitryl chloride (CINO₂) formation on criteria pollutants**

When N₂O₅ reacts heterogeneously with aqueous chloride instead of water, the resulting CINO₂ provides an alternate pathway which can recycle NO₂ rather than terminate it as HNO₃. Although this reaction was thought to be important near coastlines, recent measurements indicate that it could also be significant far inland. There is uncertainty in the CINO₂ yield, the emissions of chlorine compounds, and in the potential affect on O₃ and PM₂.₅ over regional scales.

**Bound the effects of nitrous acid (HONO) formation from urban, soil, and possibly canopy surfaces on O₃, PM₂.₅, and other species**

HONO is a powerful source of hydroxyl radicals that initiate photochemistry, but HONO concentrations are generally underestimated by AQMs. Heterogeneous, daytime sources of HONO from soils, building surfaces, and vegetated canopies have been proposed to account for this “missing” HONO. How much do model predictions of O₃, PM₂.₅, and other regulated air pollutants depend on accurately reproducing heterogeneous sources of HONO? We recommend extending modeling studies where surface sources of HONO chemistry are tuned to fit observations of HONO, and examining the effect on O₃ predictions.

**Evaluate the importance of snow and ice chemistry for O₃, PM₂.₅ and HAP formation**

The potential role of snow and ice surfaces in photo-chemically generating reactive trace gases has been recognized. The impact of these reactive gases on modifying concentrations of radicals is another area of much uncertainty. There are ongoing field studies, particularly in the Western United States, through which we hope to learn more about the role of frozen surfaces in O₃ formation. We recommend that the community support and monitor these studies, and use the results to determine whether to invest more intensive resources.

**Assess the importance of chemistry on dust particles for regional pollutant concentrations**

Mineral dust is predicted to perturb the nitrogen, sulfur, and photochemical oxidant cycles, but these effects are highly dependent on properties of the surface, such as previous photochemical processing, and number of activated sites. It is unclear how much the uncertainty in our treatment of reaction on dust surfaces might contribute to model error compared to other components in the AQMs. A simple upper bounding study would help modelers determine how much effort should be invested in detailed descriptions of dust chemistry.

**Recommendations for Modeling Heterogeneous Chemistry**

Examine whether AQMs appropriately solve chemistry in all phases

Current models employ operator splitting, whereby the gas and aqueous chemistry are solved separately. The inclusion of heterogeneous reactions necessitates the consideration of feedbacks between chemistry occurring in various phases and surfaces. Consequently, the traditional approach of operator or time splitting employed in most atmospheric chemistry model formulations may need to be revisited. Alternate approaches, wherein homogeneous and heterogeneous chemistry is solved simultaneously, should be considered.

**New Direction:** Use detailed aqueous schemes to create condensed descriptions for regional models

While highly detailed aqueous chemical schemes, such as CAPRAM, are important for fully understanding aqueous chemistry, the use of such detail may be computationally prohibitive for most model applications. To account for aqueous chemistry in large-scale routine simulations,
simulations, it will be necessary to derive and comprehensively evaluate condensable schemes that strike a balance between representation of reactant compounds and computational efficiency.

**Improve gas-phase predictions and evaluations of species that participate in heterogeneous chemistry**

Even if we fully understood heterogeneous chemistry, it would be impossible to model correctly if the gas-phase precursors, on which they depend, are not accurately predicted. It is unclear how well current AQMs predict concentrations of noncriteria pollutants and individual volatile organic compounds\(^\text{16,17}\) because these are rarely evaluated and not routinely measured.\(^\text{16}\) We recommend greater emphasis on accurately describing the concentrations of pollutants in the gas phase, which are key participants in heterogeneous-phase chemistry. This would include measuring concentrations and evaluating model predictions of compounds, such as carbonyls, organic acids, acid anhydrides, organic nitrates, hydroxyl, and nitrate radical.

**Reduce uncertainties in meteorological parameters that affect heterogeneous chemistry**

The accurate representation of heterogeneous reactions also depends on several meteorological parameters and processes, especially relative humidity, aerosol liquid water, and cloud microphysics. Consequently, assessments of the relative importance of heterogeneous chemistry through modeling experiments must be conducted in the context of uncertainties in representation of these key meteorological processes and variables.

**Conclusion**

Numerous heterogeneous reactions occur in the atmosphere, with the potential to perturb gas-phase photochemistry and contribute to secondary organic and inorganic aerosol formation. How important is it to represent heterogeneous chemistry in a detailed manner for the purposes which AQMs are applied now and in the near future and with respect to uncertainties in other processes? There are many gaps in our understanding of aqueous and surface chemistry. If detailed representation does matter, we need to identify which species/matrices are the most important and focus future research in those areas. We need to know whether addressing deficiencies in our current treatment of heterogeneous chemistry in AQMs will make a large difference in predictions of those species of greatest interest for regulatory and research purposes.

Several recommendations listed above describe “bounding studies” using existing knowledge to determine upper limits of the effects of heterogeneous pathways on overall AQM concentration predictions. By identifying those processes that have the greatest potential to change predictions of regulated pollutants, we can focus research efforts where they might have the largest impact on improving human and ecosystem health.
Simulation of Secondary Organic Research Needs

During the Workshop on Future Air Quality Model Development, a diverse group of scientists came together to discuss research needs to improve modeling of secondary organic aerosol. This article outlines the principal research needs and recommendations raised during those discussions.

The organic fraction of fine particulate matter (PM$_{2.5}$) can comprise a large fraction of total concentrations of PM across the United States. Typically, organic aerosol (OA) or organic particulate matter (OPM) has been viewed as primary and secondary in nature, referring to material that is directly emitted to the atmosphere or PM that forms through atmospheric processing. The conceptual framework for secondary organic aerosol (SOA) for many years was based on the oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) to form less-volatile products that would partition onto the existing particles. Parent VOCs considered large enough to form condensable oxidation products were typically those with eight or more carbon molecules, such as toluene, xylene, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes. Similarly, the conceptual framework for primary organic aerosols (POA) was based on the premise that these particles participated in SOA formation process by providing a preexisting
Aerosols in Regional Air Quality Models

Developing organic aerosol models that accurately simulate the properties of emissions, competing chemical mechanisms, and the impact of atmospheric conditions will be essential to the continued improvement of regional air quality modeling.

Research Needs and Recommendations

Improve treatment (emissions, characterization, and chemistry) of the unresolved complex mixture (UCM) and biogenic species (isoprene, sesquiterpenes)

Historically SOA models have focused on a relatively small number of high flux precursor species, such as single-ring aromatics and monoterpene. Recent research has identified several potentially important new classes of precursors that are poorly represented in inventories and SOA models. First, a significant component of the emissions from many combustion systems cannot be speciated using traditional analytical techniques and therefore is referred to as UCM. This material is thought to be composed of branched and cyclic compounds that are C10 and higher and are present in the particle and gas phases. This material is typically not included (or misrepresented) in inventories and models because it has not been chemically speciated. For example, SVOC and IVOC may be completely absent from an inventory, thereby precluding any models ability to properly simulate SOA levels. It is important to understand the chemical character and emissions rates of the UCM from major sources and to elucidate the atmospheric fate of these compounds.

In addition, accurate simulation of biogenic emissions and their processing in the atmosphere—in particular, isoprene and sesquiterpenes—continues to be a critical area of research to improve the ability of models to properly estimate biogenic OPM levels. For isoprene SOA, the main uncertainty is adequately representing the mechanisms of formation and the parameters that affect overall OPM levels, although emissions can also be improved. The key uncertainty with respect to modeling sesquiterpene SOA lies in accurately representing the emissions rates. The regional air quality models need top-of-canopy biogenic emission estimates; leaf/branch enclosure measurements are not as useful for regional modeling applications.
Develop, evaluate, and condense mechanisms for secondary organic aerosol production

One goal associated with SOA model development is to describe the SOA formation process in as much detail as possible; that is, to embody within the model all our basic understanding of the SOA formation and aging process. A parallel goal is to develop a computationally efficient module that can be included in three-dimensional atmospheric chemical transport models. While the explicit model meets, in principle, the first goal, such a model is computationally infeasible as a component of an atmospheric model. At present, the SOA modules embedded in three-dimensional atmospheric models are of the empirical type. Smog chamber experiments are needed for elucidating the mechanisms, composition, and yield of SOA, and the next generation of SOA models will be built to predict the measureable properties from these chamber experiments. In addition, three-dimensional grid models need parameterizations of tailpipe, fire, and other combustion emissions in which the near-source dilution, evaporation, rapid oxidation, and recondensation has already been accounted for. Overall, the challenge is to balance the need for process detail and chemical fidelity with the need for computational feasibility.

Conduct experiments across the entire range of atmospheric conditions and at longer time scales (multigenerational chemistry)

SOA models are beginning to implement multigenerational chemistry schemes. However, relatively little is known about the oxidation chemistry (e.g., fragmentation vs. functionalization) and atmospheric fate (e.g., deposition vs. chemical loss) of higher molecular weight oxygenated species. The characterization of wet and dry deposition rates of semi-volatile SOA precursors is one research area that can drastically impact model outputs. Therefore, existing multigenerational SOA models are highly uncertain. In addition, implementing multigenerational models requires explicit tracking of all likely SOA precursors, including those formed from oxidation reactions.

Ambient organic aerosol is often much more oxidized than that produced by typical smog chamber experiments, which have been historically used as the basis for SOA models. The recommendation here is to push the envelope of laboratory experiments by extending them to longer timescales and lower organic aerosol concentrations, so as to be more representative of the levels and residence times characteristic of the atmosphere. Longer-time scale data is an especially critical need because models are beginning to implement multigenerational chemistry schemes for SOA that are very poorly constrained with observational data. In addition, experiments should strive to use a variety of atmospherically relevant seed particles (e.g., diesel soot, wood smoke particles, dust, and sea salt). There is also a need to investigate SOA formation under different NOx (and, specifically, NO) regimes; as well as the importance of performing experiments under high relative humidity conditions. Another important unknown is the extent to which particle-phase reactions and parameters such as acidity, NOx levels, and relative humidity influence the SOA formation process. Experimental protocols need to be developed to allow evaluation of the presence and importance of particle-phase chemistry.

Develop new modules incorporating physics and chemistry from new experimental work

There is a need to develop new approaches for modeling SOA, because the comparison between approaches is likely to yield important insights needed to improve the simulation of aerosol formation, aging, and deposition. Such approaches should incorporate physics and chemistry from new experimental work.

Aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) measurements of organic aerosols, now becoming a routine component of chamber experiments, can help enable derivation of a number of key SOA properties; these include the atomic O:C and H:C ratios, from which one can infer the overall oxidation state of the aerosol. The volatility of SOA is not generally measured as a routine component of chamber experiments, although the volatility of the organic mixture is a key determinant of SOA formation. Current aerosol models tend to overestimate the volatility of ambient organic material. A next-generation model should be capable of representing the processes by which more-volatile material is converted in the atmosphere to less-volatile material. The model should, in some manner, relate the aerosol volatility to its molecular properties. Simple models based on volatility and oxidation state or on carbon number and polarity are in early stages of development and other approaches will undoubtedly emerge in the coming years.

It is important to note that the relationship between oxidation state and volatility is not unique; that is, molecular mixtures with the same overall oxidation state do not necessarily exhibit the same overall volatility. A model might be better suited to express the range of volatility associated with a range of oxidation states. The challenge is to build sufficient chemical reality into the model to adequately constrain the volatility/oxidation state relationship.

Other important research priorities include the integration of work on the aqueous-phase processing of organic gases in order to develop a consistent modeling framework.
Conclusion

Overall, the modeling of organic aerosol has improved in recent years relative to a decade ago. In general, current regional air quality models tend to represent roughly one half of the mass concentration of organic PM in the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{19} Although this is a tremendous improvement from the order of magnitude discrepancies noted earlier, there are still improvements needed to represent observed spatial and temporal patterns of organic PM levels, as well as bring overall OPM mass concentrations in line with observations. Accurately representing the mechanisms for formation and the controlling parameters will also raise confidence in the ability of models to predict changes in air quality (specifically with respect to total PM concentrations) that will result from proposed emission control programs. The recommendations listed herein should be considered as important steps to meet the objective of improved regional air quality models.
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18. It will also be important to understand the expectations of what level of model performance is achieved when comparing grid-volume average concentration to point measurements. To better attenuate our expectations, investigations of the spatial variability of pollutants in different regions (e.g., urban, rural, and remote) with different terrain features and climatology will be necessary. Furthermore, when such comparisons are made, it is important to also focus on uncertainties in transport and mixing and the ability of the model to reflect boundary layer phenomena, as discussed in a companion article in this series, to identify the main obstacles to model performance. Finally, the objective of air quality models is to reproduce the chemical composition—and responses to emissions changes—observed in the real atmosphere with minimal bias and low error; the relevant statistics and numerical goals for model performance are important topics for broader discussion within the air quality management community.

The recommendations for further research and development outlined in this article were distilled from the discussions at the *Workshop on Future Air Quality Model Development Needs* and the two invited presentations on “meteorological processes affecting air quality.”\(^1\)\(^2\) While these recommendations are not exhaustive, they are the product of focused discussions by a group of air quality and meteorology modelers with considerable experience and knowledge.
Meteorology modeling is an important component of air quality modeling systems that defines the physical and dynamical environment for atmospheric chemistry. The meteorology models used for air quality applications are based on numerical weather prediction models that were developed over the past several decades primarily for forecasting the weather. While many of the same characteristics and processes are important for both weather forecasting and for air quality modeling, there are particular meteorological conditions, such as stagnant high pressure systems and convergence zones associated with occluded fronts, which are especially conducive to air pollution episodes, but are of lesser interest to weather forecasters. Furthermore, there is general recognition that many of the greatest uncertainties in air quality modeling systems stem from uncertainties in the dynamical and thermodynamic processes simulated by meteorological models.

There are many meteorological processes affecting air quality. Radiation and cloud cover have direct effects on photolysis rates for photochemistry and are the primary input to the surface energy budget. Surface heating drives the sensible and latent heat fluxes that influence near-surface air temperature and humidity and drive the diurnal evolution of the planetary boundary layer (PBL), which controls the mixing depth for air pollutant dispersion. The three-dimensional wind fields are responsible for advection of trace gases and aerosols. Even small errors in wind speed and direction can result in large displacements of urban and industrial pollutant plumes. In addition to their interactions with radiation, clouds also contribute to aqueous chemistry processes, wet scavenging and deposition, and aerosol processing.

Meteorology also controls surface fluxes of important chemicals, both upward from the surface as emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds from vegetation and windblown dust and pollen and to the surface as dry deposition. Some chemicals, such as ammonia and mercury, are now being modeled as bi-directional fluxes, where they emit or deposit according to the concentration gradient across the air-surface interface. All of these surface processes are strongly influenced by near-surface atmospheric turbulence, which is controlled by static stability, wind shear, and surface roughness. Vegetation also has important influences on surface exchange processes by direct uptake and/or emissions of pollutants, by contributing to evaporative moisture fluxes through transpiration, and through greater surface roughness that enhances all surface fluxes.

**Meteorological Processes Affecting Air Quality: What Are the Gaps?**

Inaccurate model representation of any of the processes mentioned above can lead to errors in air quality modeling results. Thus, it is worthwhile to identify some of the most serious gaps in the ability of meteorological models to adequately represent these processes. Because clouds directly affect so many chemical and physical processes, errors in cloud extent and characteristics propagate to errors in chemical concentrations and depositions. Model analysis studies using synoptic typing have constantly shown much poorer performance for types characterized by cloudiness. Also, a common problem for air quality modelers, particularly forecasters, is whether or not afternoon shallow convection occurs, which can significantly reduce peak afternoon concentrations of ozone and other oxidants, but increase heterogeneous cloud oxidation of important aerosol precursors. Observations of the radiative, oxidative, and turbulent mixing characteristics of shallow cumulus, and their proper treatment within regional transport models, are key gaps in air quality modeling.

Surface level concentrations are very sensitive to the timing of morning and evening transitions in surface fluxes and PBL mixing, which coincide with high emissions during morning and evening rush hours. Hence, accurate modeling of these transitions, which is closely related to land surface processes, is essential for accurate diurnal concentration simulations. Since the highest emission rates are in more developed areas, surface parameterizations that account for the characteristics of urban and suburban developments can improve surface fluxes, near-surface stability, and PBL mixing during these critical transition periods. Considerations such as the heat capacity of built and impervious surfaces, reduced effective albedo due to radiation trapping in street canyons, and high roughness lengths of building canopies can be important for modeling pollutant dispersion at high to medium grid resolutions (1–12 km). While urban schemes have been added to meteorology models such as the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, they are limited to the grid cells that are predominantly urban land use and are therefore applied mainly to high-resolution urban modeling studies. Thus,
the effects of development should be routinely incorporated in meteorology and air quality models applied at regional, mesoscale, and local scales.

Other gaps include stable boundary layer and nocturnal low level jets which control long range transport, accurate vegetation distribution, type, and phenology, which are needed for surface fluxes of heat, moisture, and chemistry in all seasons; and chemical fog and cloud deposition in complex terrain (occult deposition). Also, models have difficulty representing flow separation and isolation of stable cold pools, which trap pollutants for extended periods leading to high concentrations. Such cold pool pollution events are common in the western United States predominantly in the winter.

Recommendations

Improve data assimilation, including new data sources for wind, temperature, water vapor, clouds, and chemistry

Meteorological modeling for air pollution applications has long relied on four-dimensional data assimilation (FDDA) for retrospective simulations for research and regulatory planning and assessment. A variety of techniques, such as grid analysis nudging, spectral nudging, and observation nudging are available in meteorological modeling systems like the WRF model. A well-designed FDDA strategy incorporating a variety of measurement data and using techniques most appropriate for the scale and objectives of the modeling study can maintain the accuracy of the simulation over unlimited durations. However, recent studies have shown that grid analysis nudging in the lowest model layers, even when limited to only wind nudging, results in greater errors throughout the PBL than restricting FDDA to layers above the PBL. A critical need is to augment the twice-daily radiosonde observations with spatially denser and more frequent vertical profile data from radar wind profilers, velocity azimuth display (VAD) profiles from the National Weather Service's Doppler radar network, and commercial aircraft measurements (ACARS). Additional observations of clouds, moisture, and surface temperature can be derived from satellite retrievals and used for FDDA. Assimilation of chemical data from satellites, aircraft, and surface networks also needs to be developed.

Improve model physics for PBL, shallow convective clouds, land surface models (LSM)/surface fluxes, deep convection, and precipitation

Since certain aspects of physical processes in meteorological models are more important for air quality applications than for weather forecasting, the needed improvements are likely to come from the air quality modeling community. For example, while PBL processes are important to weather forecast modeling (WFM), the diurnal evolution of turbulent mixing and PBL depth are much more important for chemical transport modeling (CTM). In particular, the rate of morning PBL growth controls entrainment from aloft and influences the photochemical regime. Similarly, shallow convective clouds are more important for CTM than WFM because they influence photolysis, PBL venting, and aqueous chemistry. Land surface modeling in meteorology and air quality models should be harmonized and further developed to represent heat fluxes (latent and sensible heat fluxes) and chemical fluxes (dry deposition, bi-directional exchange, and biogenic emissions) with maximum consistency using common datasets (e.g., land-use and vegetation indexes) and common parameterizations.

Improve modeling of removal processes

Wet and dry removal processes are the predominant atmospheric loss terms for aerosols, and important gas-phase species that are soluble, highly oxidized, or otherwise assimilated at the earth's surface. Within mass budget estimates and as a source to many ecosystem model applications, reducing uncertainties in the absolute magnitude and physical representation of wet and dry removal processes is often a critical need. Ammonia is a prime example where the bi-directionality of surface fluxes requires adequate estimation of the deposition terms. Although a mature physical understanding exists for the processes determining the dry deposition of particulate matter (PM) and its constituents, routine regional or continental scale observations do not currently exist, and the set of available observations is limited by the land-use categories sampled and by large variability within the reported measurements.

By contrast, a reasonable North American surface network exists for wet deposition analysis of a few important PM anions and cations, but current model formulations are unable to account for important laboratory and field observations such as the PM size-dependence of rainwater scavenging coefficients. Physical parameterizations of gas-phase and PM constituent scavenging by snow and rain, and the transformations occurring during hydrometeor evaporation/sublimation are essentially unconstrained due to the lack of observations and measurements. Support for observations, laboratory measurements, and the development of physical parameterizations related to wet and dry deposition are certainly needed, but typically overlooked within the air quality model community.

Develop better coupled or integrated meteorological and chemistry models

Coupled (or in-line) meteorological and chemistry models have been available for more than a decade and are valuable research tools used to study interactions between the chemistry-aerosol-cloud-radiation-climate
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systems. The indirect feedback effects of aerosol on cloud properties and precipitation are estimated to be one of the largest unknowns related to anthropogenic climate forcing, and the meteorological impact of extreme aerosol events (e.g., dust outbreaks and forest fires) has been shown to be significant in recent on-line model applications. Thus, continued research into the coupling between aerosols and radiation, aerosol and clouds, and clouds and radiation, deserves resources and support. This should also include the application of advanced computational architectures, modeling frameworks, and numerical infrastructure in support of these computationally demanding calculations. Aside from aerosol feedback studies, air quality applications are increasingly requiring high spatial and temporal resolution, and often the only means of incorporating the effects of model-resolved turbulence is via tight temporal coupling between transport variables from the meteorology with the aerosol and chemistry constituents. Again, support for large, coupled models with documented numerical integrity that are available to both regulatory and research communities is essential for near- and long-term advancements in air quality modeling.

New Direction: Adapt air quality modeling to more flexible grid structures and coordinates

As domestic emissions are reduced and global emissions continue to increase, particularly in Asia, the chemical lateral boundary conditions (LBC) used for limited-area modeling are becoming increasingly important fractions of modeled concentrations and deposition. Currently, most modeling studies extract LBCs from global model simulations, which in principle is a distinct advancement over the previous practice of using constant LBCs. However, in practice, inconsistencies in chemical mechanisms and speciation and large discontinuities in grid resolution contribute to significant errors. A promising new direction is the development of global icosaheiral chemistry/meteorology models with grid refinement. Such models can represent the spatial continuum from global to local scales with chemical and dynamical consistency and seamless resolution refinement. One challenge of such multi-scale modeling, however, is the need to develop “scale-aware” physics, particularly for convective cloud parameterizations.

Conclusions

The recommendations resulting form this workshop have primarily focused on the application of air quality modeling systems, which include meteorology models, for retrospective analysis and decision support for air quality regulators. Modeling systems developed for air quality forecasting have many of the same issues and gaps, but also present their own unique challenges. For example, reliance on data assimilation for reducing model error is limited to the initialization stage of forecast model runs. Thus, realistic physics and accurate input data are even more critical for air quality forecast systems.